
CROCHET PATTERN

Strawberry
Children’s hoodie

Design: Manatee_Squares | Hobbii Design
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MATERIALS
5 (6) 7 (9) 10 skeins of Tweed Dreams color
23 (MC)
1 skein of Tweed Dreams color 25 (CC1)

Crochet hook 5 mm (US H/8)

YARN QUALITY
Tweed Dreams, Hobbii

100 % Premium Acrylic
50 g / 1.75 oz. = 100 m / 109 yds

GAUGE
10 cm x 10 cm (4” x 4”) = 13 DC x 7 rows

ABBREVIATIONS
CH = chain
DC = double crochet
DC2TOG = double crochet 2 ST together
DC3TOG = double crochet 3 ST together
FO = fasten off
HDC = half double crochet
INC = 2SC in the next ST
SC = single crochet
SK = skip
SP = space
SS = slip stitch
ST = stitch/es
TR = treble crochet
( ) = instructions within brackets are
carried out within the same ST
*__* = Repeat instructions from * to * as
many times as directed

SIZE
1-2 years (3-4 years) 5-6 years (7-8 years) 9-10
years

MEASUREMENTS
Width: 33 (35) 38 (40) 43 cm / 13” (14”) 15” (16”)
17”
Length: 36 (40) 42 (44) 46 cm / 14” (16”) 16.5”
(17.5”) 18”

PATTERN INFORMATION
A sweet strawberry hoodie for your little
sprouts. Made from simple DK and a repetitive
pattern, this is a beginner friendly and easy to
make design, perfect for when you need to turn
off your brain for a while.

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiidesign #hobbiistrawberry

BUY THE YARN HERE
http://shop.hobbii.com/strawberry-children-s
-hoodie

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

INFO AND TIPS
Your body is worked in rounds and turned at the end of each round. You then split the body
into two sections and work the top in rows, turning at the end of each row.
I don’t join my starting chain because I find it too fiddly, I join after my first row of DC and use
my yarn tail to close the gap. When working into the side of a ST, I like to pick up a loop from the
ST next to it to prevent any gaps forming. Unless otherwise stated, you will be working with MC.
Your turning CH counts as a ST throughout.

MAIN BODY
CH 90 (94) 102 (106) 114.
Row 1: DC in fourth CH from hook and each CH along. CH3, turn.
Row 2: DC in each ST from the previous row. SS to CH3 to join, CH3, turn. You should have a
total of 88 (92) 100 (104) 112 ST.
Repeat row 2 until you have a total of 17 (18) 19 (20) 20 rows including row 1. At the end of
your final row CH3 and turn.

BACK PANEL
Row 1: DC in next 43 (45) 49 (51) 55 ST. CH3, turn.
Row 2: SK ST at base of CH, DC in each ST from the previous row. DC between final 2 ST,
CH3, turn. You should have a total of 44 (46) 50 (52) 56 ST.
Repeat row 2 until you have a total of 8 (10) 10 (12) 14 rows. FO and weave in your ends.

FRONT PANEL
Join your yarn in your first unworked ST next to the back panel, CH3.
Row 1: SK ST at base of CH, DC in each ST from the previous row. DC between final 2 ST,
CH3, turn. You should have a total of 44 (46) 50 (52) 56 ST.
Repeat row 1 until you have a total of 4 (6) 6 (8) 10 rows. At the end of your final row CH3
and move onto neckline one.

Neckline one
NOTE 1-2 years DC2TOG in place of DC3TOG for a smaller neckline.
Row 1: SK ST at base of CH, DC in the next 18 (19) 21 (22) 24 ST. DC3TOG, CH3, turn.
Row 2: SK ST at base of CH, DC3TOG. DC in each ST from the previous row. DC between final
2 ST CH3, turn.
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Row 3: SK ST at base of CH, DC in each ST from the previous row until 3 ST remain. DC3TOG.
CH3, turn.
Row 4: Repeat row 2.
Sizes 5-6 years, 7-8 years and 9-10 years ONLY, repeat rows 3 and 2 one more time for
a total of 6 rows.
FO, leaving a long tail for seaming.

Neckline two
NOTE 1-2 years DC2TOG in place of DC3TOG for a smaller
neckline.
Join your yarn in the first unworked ST next to neckline one. CH3
and start working into the same ST.
Row 1: DC3TOG. DC in each ST from the previous row. DC between
final 2 ST. CH3, turn.
Row 2: SK ST at base of CH, DC in each ST from the previous row
until 3 ST remain. DC3TOG. CH3, turn.
Row 3: SK ST at base of CH, DC3TOG. DC in each ST from the
previous row. DC between final 2 ST, CH3, turn.
Row 4: Repeat row 2.
Sizes 5-6 years, 7-8 years and 9-10 years ONLY, repeat rows 3
and 2 one more time for a total of 6 rows.
FO leaving a long tail for sewing,

Seaming
Seam your shoulders using your long yarn tails.

SLEEVES
Join your yarn in the side of any underarm ST and CH3
Row 1: DC in the side of the ST at base of CH. 2DC in the side of each ST around the sleeve
edge. SS to CH3 to join. CH3, turn. A total of 32 (40) 40 (48) 56 ST.
Row 2: DC2TOG. DC in each ST from the previous row. SS to CH3 to join. CH3, turn.
Repeat row 2 until you have a total of 20 (23) 23 (25) 28 rows. At the end of your final row, SS
to CH3 to join, CH1 and turn.
Cuff: Loosely SC in each ST from the previous row. SS to CH1 to join. FO and weave in your
ends, closing any gaps in the armpit.

Repeat sleeve for the second side.

HOOD
With right side facing you, join your yarn in the side of the neckline row 1 decrease ST. CH3.
Row 1: DC in the side of the ST at the base of CH. 2DC in the side of each of the neckline
rows. DC in each ST along the back of the neckline, then 2DC in the side of each of the
neckline rows on the other side. CH3, turn.
Row 2: SK ST at base of CH, DC in each ST from the row before and between the final 2 ST.
CH3, turn.
Repeat row 2 until you have a total of 16 (18) 20 (24) 26 rows including row 1. At the end of
your final row, CH1.
Final row: Fold your hood flat and turn it inside out. SC through each ST on either side of the
fold to seam. FO and weave in your ends.
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Hood edging
Join your yarn in the side of your hood starting CH and CH1. Place 2SC in the side of each ST
around the hood edge. FO and weave in your ends.

POCKET
Leaving a long tail for sewing CH 24 (26) 30 (32) 36 ST.
Row 1: DC in fourth CH from hook and each CH along. CH3, turn.
Row 2: SK ST at base of CH, DC in each ST from the previous row.
CH3, turn. You should have a total of 22 (24) 28 (30) 34 ST.
Repeat row 2 until you have a total of 5 (5) 6 (6) 7 rows
Decrease row 1: SK ST at base of CH, DC2TOG twice, DC in each ST
from the previous row until 5 ST remain. DC2TOG twice, DC
between final 2 ST. CH3, turn.
Decrease row 2: Repeat last row.
Short row: SK ST at base of CH, DC in each ST from the previous
row and between final 2 ST.
Repeat your short row until you have a total of 10 (10) 12 (12) 14
rows for your entire pocket. At the end of your final row, CH1.
Finishing: Place 2SC in the side of each ST along the pocket edge and 1SC in each ST along
the top and bottom of the pocket.
SS to CH1 to join and FO, leaving a long tail for sewing.
Use your yarn ends to attach the pocket to the front of the body.
Sew along the top edge and along the bottom edge as well as along the sides of rows 1 to 5
(5) 6 (6) 7.

POM POM DRAWSTRING
CH 120 (130) 140 (150) 160.
SS in second CH from hook and each CH to end. FO and weave
through rows of the hood before attaching a pom pom on either
end.

STEM
With CC1, CH2 and work 6SC into the second CH from hook.
Rounds 1-3: SC in each ST from the row before. 6 ST.
Round 4: INC in each ST from the row before. 12 ST.
Round 5: *1SC, INC* around. 18 ST.
Round 6: *(SC, HDC) in the next ST, (DC, TR) in the next ST, (DC,
HDC) in the next ST*. Repeat 5 more times, SS to first SC to join.
FO, leaving a long tail to sew your stem to your hood.
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Weave in all your ends and you’re done!

Enjoy!
Lauren
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